Key Elements for a Successful
Innovation Program

Are you ready to launch an innovation program
that generates real business value?
Are you aware that innovation efforts have failed
in the past and want to avoid repeating mistakes?
Do you want to improve business performance
and know your company needs a new approach?

by Warren Tanner and Jessica Weisz

Innovation continues to be a hot topic in business today. Take a quick look at
the number of books, articles, journals, newsletters, and workshops devoted
to the topic out there and you will see just how important it has become.

As a response, companies often launch major programs to identify and implement new ways of
improving their business. But these innovation programs, like most change efforts, often fail. For
example, estimates of the percentage of U.S. patents that make it to the commercialization stage
average around 5 percent. This is consistent with other estimates that new products generally fail
95 percent of the time. Poor timing, inability to live up to marketing hype, and poor quality are just a
few of the reasons many innovations fail. Furthermore, a recent Towers Watson survey showed that
only about 25 percent of internal business change initiatives succeed over the long term.
Being aware of the pitfalls and proactively setting yourself up for success is critical to obtain value
from your innovation program. This eBook will look at some of the reasons behind innovation
program failures and explore how organizations and business leaders can maximize innovation success moving forward.

Why Do Most Innovation Programs Fail?
While there are many external factors that hamper performance — namely
competition, economic fluctuations, etc. — some of the biggest obstacles
actually come from within the organization. Since they come from within,
these are what organizations have the power to tackle. Here are four
of the most commonly cited reasons that innovation programs fail:
Risk averse culture
Extensive development time
Difficulty selecting the best ideas
Inability to measure performance
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RISK AVERSION
Risk aversion is one of the top-cited reasons that innovation programs fail. It has been found that
many ideas never surface or come to fruition because employees fear failure. Furthermore, employees may hesitate to risk their professional reputations and future promotions to pursue an idea that
may not deliver desired results.
Compounding the problem, it has been found that the more established and larger the company,
the more likely it is to experience problems with risk aversion. Managers and employees recognize
that they have a lot to lose and may feel hesitant to put the reputation and resources of the company on the line for a new idea. As well, different functional units can create barriers to innovation
(think: the barriers from legal or compliance when trying to do something different).

EXTENSIVE DEVELOPMENT TIME
A recent survey suggests that over half of executives (56 percent) find that timelines for innovation
plans changed frequently. There are too many delays, and this impacts programs negatively. Worse
still, delays can be costly; for example, innovators in health and safety industries often develop new
ideas that could prevent injuries or save lives, making each day that it is not on market of critical
importance.

?

?

IDEA SELECTION

?

A common challenge for executives is
how to decide which new ideas to invest
in, and which to ignore. Idea selection is
complicated as many businesses integrate
ideas from employees, customers, and
other stakeholders. In the health care
industry for example, organizations are
increasingly considering patient opinions
early in the process to ensure that inno-

?

vations successfully address needs. And
employees and departments may have
competing interests in ideas and differing
perspectives regarding the selection, prioritization, and implementation of ideas,
which can easily contribute to the downfall of any innovation program.
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EVALUATING INNOVATION EFFECTIVENESS
Equally important are accurate methods for evaluating the effectiveness of innovations. Common
methods for assessing innovation effectiveness include customer satisfaction surveys and revenue
increases. Other examples of methods for evaluating effectiveness include new product success
ratios, time to market, and return on innovation spending. A recent survey suggests that only 41 percent of employees believe their companies are measuring the effectiveness of innovations properly.
Almost one-quarter (24 percent) of respondents suggest that the inability to measure performance
adequately is a major obstacle to generating ROI for innovations.

How Can Business Leaders Maximize Innovation Success?
Few businesses suffer from a shortage of good ideas, and good ideas are what lead to innovation.
The barriers to successful innovation are not a lack of ideas, but rather, are more related to a lack
of internal processes that allow organizations to fully capitalize on the ideas that they have. And
any time we introduce something new within an organization there are challenges, and innovation
initiatives are no exception.
To capture the value from an innovation program, businesses need effective management to execute these ideas and to translate these ideas into positive ROI. Successful businesses ensure that
they set up their innovation programs for success
from the start.
In our experience, we have found the following
to be very effective in increasing and promoting
innovation success:
Clear Goals and Strategies
Supportive Leadership
Structured Governance
Sustained Communications
Powerful Technology
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Clear Goals and Strategy
First and foremost, there must be a clear
reason for trying to innovate; this sets the
direction and focus of all activities. The goal
of the innovation program needs to relate
to the top priorities of the organization, allowing the results to add value rather than

“We knew there would be ideas
that we would not be able to
implement and felt confident
that we could stay focused and
filter out the good ideas because
we had such clear strategic
direction,”
describes one executive.

acting as a distraction.

The ideal strategic priority to focus on for
your innovation program should satisfy two
key criteria. First, your goal should be something in which extra brainpower or insight is essential for
figuring out how to achieve your objectives. If the answer is straightforward then there is no point
in spending a lot of time on coming up with new ideas. Second, the goal of your innovation program should require alignment of a large group, if not all, employees, to achieve flawless execution.
Considering an idea is almost useless without proper execution, it is important to engage people all
along the way from ideation to execution in order to ensure better results.
Once you have a clear direction, then you need to determine how you will know when you are successful. Many companies set targets such as a percent of revenue to come from new products or
services or “X percent” of investment in long-term, development projects. This is key to direct efforts,
in an efficient way, towards innovation ROI. Setting goals around innovation also encourages and
motivates employees to engage in idea generation and innovative practices.

CLEAR GOALS AND STRATEGY — CHECKLIST
̺̺ Do you know what you want to achieve with your innovation program?
̺̺ How does this objective advance your company’s strategic agenda?
̺̺ How will you measure success?
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Supportive Leadership
Leaders are the captains of the ship. Naturally, they set the course, and it is through their direction
that people prioritize what they work on and where they spend resources. Without their support,
the innovation program will struggle to obtain the required time and collaboration from stakeholders across the organization, sufficient financial resources, or even attention for decision making.
With leaders on board, barriers are broken, time is freed up for important meetings, and financial
constraints become less of an issue.
Executives identify top leadership as one of the major driving forces of innovation success. A recent
study of sixty firms’ top management team involvement in innovation suggests that the number of
new products released by businesses increases as leaders engage more in the search for new ideas
and new terrains.
When top management supports innovation, they typically allocate resources to the new venture. A
study of seventy-two firms revealed that new ventures that receive more support from top management are more likely to succeed.

Leaders can support innovation by:

Removing obstacles, such as “red tape” blocking idea execution
Celebrating successes and illuminating lessons learned from failures
Providing opportunities for training in skills, software, or equipment
required to execute new ideas
Developing and fostering a culture of creativity
Contributing to idea generation and evaluation

SUPPORTIVE LEADERSHIP — CHECKLIST
̺̺ Is the top of the house aligned with the direction?
̺̺ Are they willing to commit resources and support you in your direction?
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Structured Governance
With a direction set, you need the right structure in place to reflect the strategy. The structure is
what enables execution of the direction in a streamlined and organized way. As innovation is all
about executing on new ideas, a sound governance model requires clear roles and responsibilities
for those interacting with new ideas, a process for managing ideas through to execution, and performance indicators to assess the effectiveness of your overall program.

Confirm roles and responsibilities. Only 65 percent of employees report that their innovation program roles and responsibilities are clearly defined. A clear definition of who does what
is essential to keep projects moving forward. Starting at the top, a single accountable executive is
essential to setting the vision, allocating resources, and steering the project team activities. He or
she is invaluable for breaking down barriers, making the final decisions, and aligning fellow leaders.
From there, each team member needs to know who is in charge of what tasks within the team. As
well, team members need to know the roles of internal and external stakeholders so that they can
engage with them appropriately. Many teams find a RACI chart an effective way to keep accountabilities clear and everyone working harmoniously.

Establish a process for managing ideas. Another key consideration is to define the process
for managing ideas. Various innovation processes exist; for example, some models include stages
for research, prototyping, value propositioning, and appraising the marketing conditions. Nonetheless, the three common elements among most models are: obtain the idea, develop it, and then
execute it.
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What is most important is to customize the steps and duration for your own organization. As you go
through this process, some helpful things to think through are:

How and from whom will you solicit ideas?
What criteria will you use to evaluate ideas?
What are the stages required to bring the idea into fruition
and create value?

Define performance indicators. While working
towards the ultimate goal (that we covered in Clear Goals
and Strategy section), you will need to know if you are
making good progress. A balanced set of performance
in-dicators are a great way to get a full picture of the
health of an innovation program.
You can evaluate processes, such as the effectiveness of idea management, in order to help assess your innovation program. Idea management
applications provide methods for documenting idea generation, evaluation, and execution. Will you evaluate return on innovation? How will you
evaluate the success of ideas that you implement? To what extent will
employee participation in idea generation and evaluation link to annual
employee performance appraisals for Research and Development staff?
Consider both quantitative (e.g., number of new ideas in the pipeline and time in each stage of the
innovation process) and qualitative (e.g., partner feedback and employee engagement levels) indicators. And you should also consider looking at both lagging (ROI from initiatives) and leading indicators (e.g., training or skill development efforts) to get a more accurate assessment of performance.

STRUCTURED GOVERNANCE — CHECKLIST
̺̺ Does everyone in the organization know what their role is in the innovation program?
̺̺ Do you have clear timelines and steps to take an idea through to execution?
̺̺ Do you have clear indicators to tell you if you are on track?
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Sustained Communications
As the saying goes, if a tree falls in the forest with no one
around to hear it, does it actually make a sound? Well, the
same goes for any innovation program. If no one in the organization is informed about it, then they cannot actively engage in it. And it is the engagement that really propels your
innovation effort. Engagement allows you to capture better
ideas by tapping the insights of your employees and better
execution by securing alignment towards a shared goal.
A robust communications approach will allow you to drive
engagement. When crafting your communications plan,
think beyond email blasts. Instead, share your direction, progress, and results in town halls, team
meetings, and videos at each stage of your innovation program. Public recognition of top innovators
in newsletters or awards ceremonies is a great incentive for participation, as well as establishes strong
peer role models for desired behaviours. A champion network within each relevant group of your
company is a great way to promote your objective, obtain peer employees’ involvement, and provides
you with active feedback on the effectiveness of your innovation agenda.
The world’s most innovative companies facilitate effective employee communication. Take VMWare for
example. They ranked number three on Forbes’ Most Innovative Companies in 2013. They maintain
this position, in part, due to their open communications and team-based approach. Employees work
in shared offices and collaborate in community spaces. Among their five guiding values is execution,
defined by their ability to work together, to discuss, to debate and to execute as “One VMware.”
VMWare celebrates innovation success regularly, such as through employee blogs. These and other
forms of social media establish sustained and real-time communication that keeps employees connected and engaged around innovation. A well-developed communication system creates momentum
and provides a way to generate internal marketing that further drives success, as corporate giants like
Walmart, Starbucks, and IBM demonstrate. Idea management systems and notifications can play a key
role in maintaining these communications.

SUSTAINED COMMUNICATIONS — CHECKLIST
̺̺ Are people aware of your innovation program?
̺̺ Are you keeping them informed throughout the process?
̺̺ Do you have a team of Champions advocating for your program?
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Powerful Technology
Your innovation program has a goal, it has leadership support, you

know how you will manage it, and all employees are engaged.
There is one more piece to the puzzle that enables you to capture
the engagement needed to generate ideas and take ideas through
to execution. At the initial stages and for small group sizes, idea
jams, focus groups, surveys, or even an ideas@yourcompany.com
email account are great tools to capture insights. Moving forward and for larger groups, the testing and deployment of ideas are best managed in a structured system that is transparent to all and
provides feedback to original “ideators.” There are a variety of idea management systems that are
effective for this. Of course, we are partial to SoapBox as the powerful technology to fuel the engagement, but we are just one possible solution.

IDEA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

GROUP OF 8

GROUP OF 30

GROUP OF 150

In person idea jam
on sticky notes

Email address

Idea management
systems

What is critical is with whatever technology you choose, you find a way to:
Engage people to capture their ideas
Keep a two-way dialogue about their ideas
Ensure accountability for what comes out of the “ideation”
Capture enough information and analytics to assess and realign your approach if necessary
Many applications exist to help address the obstacles that business leaders face in innovation management. Idea management software provides a framework for submitting, evaluating, and tracking
ideas. For example, business leaders can use these programs to track project status, to monitor employee insights, to generate discussions around ideas, and to offer praise and encouragement. Powerful technology can help you to move forward on your innovation program with your best foot forward.
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POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY — CHECKLIST
̺̺ Do you have a solution to engage stakeholders through the innovation process?
̺̺ Does the solution enable a two-way dialogue, transparency on progress, and
accountability for execution?

Case Study
SITUATION:
At an offsite, the executive team at Indigo, a large Canadian retailer, met to discuss some new ideas
for the business. Over the course of the day, the leaders realized that if they could capture this much
value from a few ideas, then opening up the ideation process to all employees would take them to a
whole new level of performance. They felt strongly that capturing ideas from all employees, particularly the ones that interact with customers each day, would improve operating efficiency, increase
customer satisfaction, and boost employee engagement.

SOLUTION:
Indigo launched Galileo Ideas, an innovation program in which they enabled employees to share
their ideas as well as vote and comment on each others’ ideas. It provided them with a real-time
and continuous method for collecting ideas, from anywhere in the company. To make Galileo Ideas
successful, Indigo employed several of the best practices noted in this eBook:

Indigo tied the conversation to the top strategic priorities of improving operating efficiency and customer satisfaction.
The CEO was a major champion of the effort and the senior executive team met frequently to discuss the program and top ideas.
A dedicated team was assigned to manage the program day-to-day and leaders from
across the organization were brought on to execute the top ideas.
A robust communications plan was launched to keep employees informed on the progress of ideas and encourage them to continue to share their ideas.
They chose an application that was easy for employees to share their ideas as well as
for leaders to respond to the ideas and manage them through to completion.

OUTCOMES:
Indigo continues to achieve great success with their innovation program. Some examples of the key
outcomes include:

Ongoing access to the top ideas from employees: over two thousand ideas were submitted and nearly seventy thousand votes cast, which help to distinguish the top ideas.
Greater operating efficiency by completing ideas relating to process improvements in
shipping, merchandising, and other operational areas.
Boost to customer satisfaction by completing ideas related to new products and services as well as enhanced experience when shopping with Indigo, such as improvements in the online and mobile channels.
Increased cross-functional collaboration among leaders by discussing and collaborating
on the execution of important ideas.
Improved employee engagement by creating a two-way dialogue between employees
and leaders that reinforces the importance of the employee’s voice.

Concluding Remarks
Business leaders recognize that innovation is a valuable initiative to which they should invest time
and resources. Yet, innovation is also an area that many business leaders struggle to execute with
precision and effectiveness. There are inherent challenges to innovation, from both outside and
within the organization. Fear of change, innovation delays, difficulty in selecting the best ideas, and
measuring performance all create obstacles to innovation return on investment. When not executed
effectively, innovation initiatives may not provide the ROI that you seek.
However, in recent years, a number of best practices and innovation management tools have
emerged to address many of these obstacles. Business leaders should be aware of the common
obstacles to innovation ROI and explore effective solutions and tools that can help them to harness
the capabilities and potential that is already there. Clear goals and strategy, supportive leadership,
sustained communications, structured governance, and powerful tools and technology are key contributing factors to innovation ROI.
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Key Elements for a Successful Innovation Program —
Worksheet
Activity
Clear goals
and strategy

1

Set the objective of your Soapbox
community

2

Determine how you will define
success

Supportive
leadership

3

Align top leaders to innovation
agenda

4

Secure resources and support for
execution

5

Confirm roles and responsibilities

6

Establish process for managing and
completing ideas

7

Define performance indicators

8

Develop communicatoins plan

Structured
governance

Sustained
9
communications

Powerful
technology

Status

Notes

Define rewards and recognition plan

10

Establish Champion network

11

Identify solutions to capture and
manage ideas

12

Deploy solution, ensuring
customization for your organization
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